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Co-production is a rapidly growing endeavour now widely 
applied in the fields of health, development, education, cli-
mate change, industrial production and sustainability1–6. It 

broadly seeks to connect researchers with diverse societal actors 

to collaboratively and iteratively produce knowledge, action and 
societal change1. The promise is compelling: developing solutions 
through legitimate processes that draw on diverse and credible exper-
tise with, by and for those best placed to use them5,7,8. Sustainability 
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The promise of co-production to address complex sustainability challenges is compelling. Yet, co-production, the collaborative 
weaving of research and practice, encompasses diverse aims, terminologies and practices, with poor clarity over their impli-
cations. To explore this diversity, we systematically mapped differences in how 32 initiatives from 6 continents co-produce 
diverse outcomes for the sustainable development of ecosystems at local to global scales. We found variation in their purpose 
for utilizing co-production, understanding of power, approach to politics and pathways to impact. A cluster analysis identified 
six modes of co-production: (1) researching solutions; (2) empowering voices; (3) brokering power; (4) reframing power; (5) 
navigating differences and (6) reframing agency. No mode is ideal; each holds unique potential to achieve particular outcomes, 
but also poses unique challenges and risks. Our analysis provides a heuristic tool for researchers and societal actors to critically 
explore this diversity and effectively navigate trade-offs when co-producing sustainability.
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is one important arena in which co-production has been increas-
ingly practiced and examined1,5,9. Yet, both the meaning and out-
comes of co-production remain ambiguous, as efforts now employ 
diverse terminologies (for example, collaborative governance10, 
social learning4,11, co-design12, transdisciplinarity13–15 and partici-
patory action research13) linked to varied approaches with differ-
ent goals, theories, practices, capacities and outcomes1,4,13,16–20. Poor 
conceptual clarity of distinct approaches and the lack of systematic 
empirical analysis of their outcomes risks framing co-production 
as a panacea1,7,9. Amidst growing concerns over how co-production 
efforts may in some cases entrench social inequalities and power 
relations7,17,21,22 or fail to achieve sustainability goals1,13,15,23,24, schol-
arship points to the importance of exploring multiple impact path-
ways, trade-offs among approaches and cross-scalar dynamics13,23,25. 
Yet, much empirical guidance so far has been limited by scope, often 
including relatively few case studies15,18,26, geographical contexts25,27 
or methodological approaches28,29.

The empirically based analysis presented here of selected exam-
ples of co-production provides a heuristic tool for researchers and 
societal actors to understand the growing diversity of approaches 
and effectively navigate associated trade-offs when designing 
co-production processes. Our selected examples focus on one 
domain of co-production scholarship and practice in sustainabil-
ity: reshaping how ecosystems can be managed for sustainability. To 
explore diverse co-production approaches in this domain, we ana-
lysed 32 cases that sought to advance sustainable development by 
co-producing sustainable interactions between people and terres-
trial or marine ecosystems (hereafter, ‘sustainable development of 
ecosystems’ or, in short, ‘sustainability’). We conducted qualitative 
and quantitative analyses to identify distinct choices in the design 
and implementation of co-production cases and connect these 
choices to potential outcomes, challenges and risks. We employed an 
information-oriented, maximum variation approach to sampling30, 
with 32 cases selected to maximize diversity for sectoral involve-
ment, researcher roles, co-production practices and geographi-
cal/scalar locations. These cases span six continents and operate 
across local, regional, national, transnational and global scales 
(Fig. 1). They interweave knowledge and action through diverse 
methods that combine both descriptive and normative aspects of 
co-production1,4; for example, research-informed co-management 
processes31–33, (trans)national learning networks34,35 and global dia-
logues36,37. All cases sought to beneficially influence how ecosystems 
function towards sustainability; yet, aspirations ranged from more 
modest goals of mainstreaming knowledge within established poli-
cies to intentions to fundamentally reshape narratives, practices, 
policies and institutions.

Our analysis emerged from a desire to examine the choices we 
knowingly or unknowingly make when studying and participating 
in co-production efforts for the sustainable development of ecosys-
tems, both in the aims that are set and the design choices and prac-
tices that shape resulting outcomes. The iterative analyses identified 
six modes of co-production defined by how they frame the purpose 
of co-production, conceptualize power, approach politics and theo-
rize impact pathways. Below we describe the diversity of cases and 
then explore these four themes. We then introduce the six modes 
of co-production and their unique potential to produce particular 
outcomes and risks, thereby elucidating when and how particular 
co-production approaches may be effective and constructive. We 
conclude by highlighting some critical trade-offs that arise between 
different modes of co-production and some common features that 
enhance likelihood of achieving outcomes. We encourage the use 
of our analysis, particularly as distilled in our graphical visualiza-
tions, as a useful heuristic tool to guide researchers and societal 
actors towards more reflexive co-production design and practice 
in pursuit of sustainability. The analysis and heuristic presented 
here are not intended to serve as a generalizable checklist of ‘how 

to co-produce’; rather, our approach seeks to cultivate flexibility and 
reflexivity that enable researchers and practitioners to plan as well 
as improvise what action is required in their situation.

Diversity of co-production cases
The 32 cases engaged with diverse sustainability issues related to 
habitat degradation, climate change, wildfire and supply chains. All 
cases were implemented by and/or extensively researched by the 42 
co-authors of this paper (the case selection process is detailed in 
Methods). Some cases worked either at local or global scales, but 
the majority spanned multiple scales in locations around the world 
(Fig. 1). All cases fostered collaboration across at least three sectors, 
with research, government, non-governmental organisation (NGO) 
and community actors involved in most cases. Societal actors 
ranged from business CEOs36 and urban planners38,39 to indigenous 
leaders37,40 and artists32. The cases employed diverse approaches to 
co-producing knowledge and action, such as participatory mod-
elling to inform resource management33,41, research-informed 
co-management institutions31,38,42,43, learning networks or think 
tanks to guide practice34,37, and ‘labs’ to collectively rethink prob-
lems39,44. Half the cases engaged people with similar values and 
goals, while the other half navigated conflicting agendas and, in 
some cases, bitter disputes.

The combined budget of the cases reached 120 million (median 
500,000) USD, ranging from short 18-month projects to ongoing 
initiatives of more than 20 years (Fig. 1). Leadership teams were 
typically dominated by citizens of project localities, except when 
working in less developed countries. In addition, two-thirds of all 
cases were led by at least 50% women. In some cases, research played 
a minor role; however, in two-thirds of cases, researchers held rela-
tively greater power over decisions. The majority of cases spanned 
at least four disciplines such as ecology, social science, art and engi-
neering. Some applied more ‘realist’ research methods (that is, meth-
ods used to describe reality, such as hydrological modelling), while 
others emphasized ‘relativist’ methods (that is, methods that study 
‘reality’ as, in part, socially constructed, such as discourse analysis)45.

Key differences across co-production cases
We conducted iterative qualitative analyses to identify key differ-
ences in how cases frame and practice co-production and pursue 
and achieve distinct outcomes. The analyses spanned 2017–2019 
and entailed multiple steps (see Methods for details): (1) collabor-
atively producing a common enquiry framework based on explor-
atory workshops of co-production cases and literature review; (2) 
systematically selecting diverse cases; (3) applying the enquiry 
framework to gather data on each case study in collaboration with 
a case expert; (4) conducting a preliminary analysis to identify 
dimensions of difference across cases and then testing and refining 
a list of 72 dimensions in 2 participatory workshops; (5) systemati-
cally assigning numerical scores and qualitative justifications for 
each dimension of difference for the 32 cases and (6) conducting 
statistical and qualitative analyses to identify and understand pat-
terns. Four key themes emerged from the analyses: cases varied in 
their (1) purpose for utilizing co-production, (2) understanding 
of power, (3) approach to politics and (4) intended impact path-
ways. For each theme (below), cases typically followed one of two 
approaches, which can be viewed as opposite ends of a spectrum 
that sit in tension (Fig. 2). However, some cases demonstrated that 
these tensions are not inevitable and may be spanned in produc-
tive ways.

Purpose. Why do actors co-produce? The motivations driving 
co-production efforts heavily shape them18,19,46. We identified two 
main motivations underlying co-production: to more effectively 
solve predefined problems and to reframe problems. Examples of 
solving predefined problems include initiatives to fill knowledge 
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gaps, such as land use impacts on ecosystem services41, or col-
lectively manage problems, such as river pollution38. Examples 
of reframing problems include shifting people’s focus on ensur-
ing sustainable production of a commodity to becoming an 
active steward of the ecosystem on which that product depends, 
whether farmers/fishers in a local resource context31,33,44 or cor-
porate actors with global influence36. Earlier problem defini-
tion facilitated quicker solutions, but also inhibited participants 
from questioning their assumptions. For example, partnerships 
between researchers and policymakers explored more topics over 

time, but rarely questioned their assumption that a lack of knowl-
edge was the primary barrier to change. Cases seeking to reframe 
problems engaged actors with divergent views to either negotiate 
compromise or facilitate reframing. Reframing was sometimes 
pursued unidirectionally (that is, using knowledge to convince 
actors), but others created spaces to collectively question mul-
tiple perspectives in ways that placed them on equal ground. 
Projects that emphasized reframing often struggled to engage 
solutions-oriented actors and produce concrete actions. Cases 
were therefore often challenged by an apparent paradox: they 
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ID Case description Timeline Contributor(s)*

1 2005–2010 T.H.

2 2007–2010 P.D.

3 Exploring radically different institutional personae to recast urban governance through co-production laboratories in Leeds, UK 2015–2017 P.C.

4 Co-producing knowledge to manage indigenous lands under a changing climate with an Arrernte community in northern Australia 2013–2019 R.H.

5 2011–2014 E.M.B.

6 Promoting agency for social–ecological transformation through a transformation-lab in Xochimilco, Mexico City 2016–2019 L.C.-J.

7 Favourite places: exploring emotional responses to landscape change in Oldenburg, Germany through social landart (land art) 2017–2018 M.R.

8 Amplifying sustainability initiatives in southern Transylvania through strengthening networks and analysing leverage points 2016–2019 A.-I.H.-M.

9 Assessing the socioeconomic and environmental implications of land-sharing and land-sparing strategies in the western Ghats 2013–2018 A.S.

10 Developing climate scenarios and ecological response models to build social–ecological climate resilience in Colorado, USA 2013–2018 R.R. and C.W.

11 Building the Durban Research Action Partnership to improve local land-use planning and management around Durban, South Africa 2011–present J.J.C.

12 GyaraYankari: establishing inclusive participatory protected-area management in Yankari Game Reserve, Nigeria 2016–2018 S.J.F.

13 Co-producing knowledge to develop and negotiate payment for watershed services schemes in Indonesia 2012–2015 B.L.

14 2009–2015 R.B.

15 Reframing ‘win–win’ conservation and development theory and practice with conservation organizations in northeast Peru 2013–2019 J.M.C.

16 Alexander River restoration project: restoring a heavily polluted river and fostering cooperation across the Israel–Palestine border 1995–present A.B.

17 Chasseral Regional Nature Park: top-down and bottom-up institution building for landscape management in Switzerland 1997–present J.-D.G.

18 2013–2014 C.C.

19 2015–2018 C.M. and C.W.

20 2013–present B.E.G.

21 eWater Cooperative Research Centre: developing a national eco-hydrological modelling and decision support platform in Australia 2005–2012 M.E.R.

22 2007–2014 M.S.

23 Co-producing knowledge and spanning boundaries to promote implementation of freshwater conservation plans in South Africa 2008–2012 J.L.N.

24 Mongolian rangelands and resilience (MOR2) project: examining pastoral social–ecological systems in rural Mongolia 2008–2015

25 SLIM project: analysing and developing social learning processes for integrated water management in 12 sites across Europe 2001–2004 P.S.

26 Contacted: developing a science–policy–practice framework to reduce environmental risks from production and trade of soy in Cerrado, Brazil 2014–2018

27 Connecting diverse knowledge systems at multiple scales in IPBES assessments and related science–policy contexts 2011–present

28 Using science to support community-level and national-level action on conservation and pastoral development issues in East Africa 1999–present R.S.R. and K.A.G.

29 Innovating to secure ecosystem services and well-being in telecoupled landscapes in Madagascar, Myanmar and Laos 2015–2020

30 Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES): strengthening science-policy interfaces 2012–present J.M.

31 SeaBOS, emerging from Keystone Dialogues: connecting science with global seafood industry leaders for ocean stewardship 2012–present

32 Developing a global think tank to address the human dimensions of large scale marine protected areas (LSMPAs) 2014–2017 N.J.B.
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Crafting local ownership of institution-building processes (that is, constitutionality): the case of the Kafue Flats fisheries in Zambia

Gaming and simulation for co-learning to mitigate conflict and support collective action in Doi Tiew village, northern Thailand

Montérégie connection: developing ecosystem models to improve land management in Mont-Saint-Hilaire, Quebec

Probing the cultural depths of a nature conservation conflict in the Outer Hebrides, Scotland

Improving the uptake of climate models by South Pacific communities and NGOs to build adaptive capacity to climate change
Future-proofing conservation: enabling adaptive governance in Colombia's protected areas amidst climate uncertainty
Enhancing fire-adaptation capacity at multiple scales in the United States through the Fire Adapted Communites Learning Network (FAC-NET)

Addressing the socio–ecological impacts of conversions to game farming amidst post-apartheid conflicts and power imbalances

M.E.F.-G.

A.P.D., J.M.H.G. and A.M.G.

M.T.

J.G.Z.

H.Ö.

Fig. 1 | Overview of the 32 cases. Cases are grouped by the scale(s) at which the co-production work took place, while the map shows the geographical 
locations. Dashed lines connect multiple locations that pertain to a single case. Colours indicate the mode identities in Fig. 3. *Listed contributors provided 
case materials and interviews, and held a senior leadership position in the case and/or extensively researched it. Additional case details are available in 
Supplementary Table 1. See Methods for details on the case selection process. Map adapted from webvectormaps under a Creative Commons License CC 
BY 4.0.
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needed to stabilize problem framings to align actors and empower 
action, while also questioning problem framings to spark more 
diverse and innovative possibilities.

Power. How is human agency conceptualized? Power and agency 
are inherent to sustainability scholarship, yet these concepts are 
interpreted in diverse ways47–49. We identified two predominant 
approaches to understanding human agency: focusing on the 
behaviour of actors directly linked to sustainability problems (for 
example, encouraging resource users to extract less or recuperate 
habitats41,50) versus targeting more systemic aspects (for example, 
addressing broader paradigms and systems that influence resource 
users’ agency37,51). This echoes different definitions of ‘power’ in 
the literature, ranging from more direct interactional forms (that 
is, exercising ‘power over’ others), to diffuse, structural and pre-
constituted forms47. While the direct approach was typically seen 
in cases focused on solving problems, the more systemic approach 
often emerged from processes that used iterative dialogue and cre-
ative methods to reframe participants’ perceptions of agency32,44. 
Some cases realized contradictions over time between their direct 
actions (for example, supporting local communities to adapt to cli-
mate change) and failure to address systemic issues that constrained 
those actions (for example, policies and actors causing climate 
change)40. Projects therefore struggled to navigate tensions between 
promoting a limited view of agency to empower direct action and 
expanding views to consider systemic issues that could leverage 
wider impact. While the former risked failing to address the roots of 
sustainability problems, the latter risked disempowering individual 
agency if people felt overwhelmed by ‘big’ systemic challenges.

Politics. How are power relations changed? Co-production litera-
ture increasingly explores the politics inherent to reshaping rela-
tions of power among actors16,21,52. Here we refer to politics as the 
work of deciding who gets what, when and how, which refers to 
a broader sphere of engagement than the deliberation of official 
government processes53. We identified two distinct ways that cases 
engage with politics to reshape power relations: by empowering 
marginalized actors, such as grassroots groups or local officials, or 
by influencing powerful actors, such as international policymak-
ers or corporate executives, to yield power. Most cases focused 
on local actors; for example, by empowering municipal officials 
through provision of science-based evidence to engage politi-
cal decision makers54. Some sought to persuade actors to change 
behaviours defined as problematic by actors external to the context 
(for example, exploitation of natural resources by farmers50), while 
others began with local interpretations of problems43. Several cases 
facilitated integration of local and external views to develop new 
possibilities for action. Some took the further step of represent-
ing these views in decision-making arenas or gave local actors a 
seat in discussions with more powerful actors. Yet, very few cases 
sought to reshape power relations through deep engagement with 
globally powerful actors, or directly connected them to iterative 
bottom-up processes. Indeed, cases that directly engaged powerful 
actors rarely questioned their control over particular actors. This 
dynamic played out within some project teams, where actors from 
the global north held greater control over co-production processes 
occurring in the global south, with no cases of the reverse55. Cases 
therefore tended either to not actively attempt to influence the poli-
tics that shaped power relations or struggled to navigate the politics 
of shifting power by iteratively engaging one, or occasionally both, 
sides of power differentials.

Pathways. How are impacts catalysed? Co-production initiatives 
exhibit diverse possible impact pathways23,56. Our cases employed 
two main pathways: by primarily producing scientific knowledge 
as a product that is expected to shape policy and/or practice (that 
is, ‘by producing knowledge’; Fig. 2) or through more integrated 
forms of knowing, relating and doing (that is, ‘by relating together’). 
Examples of producing knowledge included developing new scien-
tific research outputs such as academic journal articles or reports 

Theme Approach

Purpose
Why do actors 
co-produce?

Power
How is human 
agency 
conceptualized?

Politics
How are power 
relations 
changed?

Pathways
How are impacts 
catalysed?

To reframe problems

Extent the case actively facilitates reframing of views
of problems and solutions during co-production

Shaping direct agency

Extent the case focuses on changing the behaviour of
actors directly linked to sustainability problems

Dimension 
relations

C
orrelation coefficient

*P<0.05
**P<0.01

***P<0.001

Extent the case engages powerful actors to reduce
their own and peers' power over marginalized actors

To solve problems

Extent the case uses co-production to pursue
solutions to problems defined near the beginning

Empowering marginalized actors

Extent the case engages marginalized actors to
iteratively shift power relations with powerful actors

Shaping systemic agency

Extent the case focuses on challenging paradigms and
goals at higher governance scales

By producing knowledge

Extent the case relies on expected transfer of scientific
knowledge products to generate intended impacts

By relating together

Extent the case focuses on relating and doing together
to create space for emergent outcomes

Influencing powerful actors
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Fig. 2 | Eight key differences in how cases approach co-production. 
The number of cases that exhibited each approach at varying strengths 
is shown (lightest shade = no emphasis; darkest shade = very strong 
emphasis); for example, four cases heavily focused on solving predefined 
problems, whereas one case did not define any solutions at the start. The 
correlations diagram shows the key tensions between blue and orange 
approaches, meaning that cases rarely managed to strongly employ 
both. The stronger the correlation between two approaches, the wider 
the connecting line (green, positive; pink, negative). See Methods for the 
scoring process of these approaches (dimensions) and Supplementary 
Table 2 for detailed seven-point Likert scale definitions and illustrative 
quotes. Images adapted from the Noun Project under a Creative Commons 
License CC BY 3.0: handshake by Chunk Icons, magnifying glass by kiddo, 
pyramid by IconPai, arrow by Alice Design and iceberg by Juan Pablo Bravo.
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for policymaking and practice (for example, guidelines for prac-
titioners)54,57. Examples of relating together emphasized iterative 
dialogue to share practical experiences of the actors involved36,37,39,44 
and direct action through co-managing ecosystems and creating 
new institutions and policies31,32,34,38. Many cases focused on produc-
ing knowledge, clearly linked to the dominant role of researchers in 
our sample of cases. These cases often quickly stabilized notions of 
problems, such as the need to fill particular knowledge gaps related 

to interventions, resource/information flows or actors’ perceptions. 
The actors that this knowledge sought to influence were involved 
in varied ways, from informing questions to co-producing research 
or engaging in social learning around the produced knowledge. In 
contrast, cases that focused less on producing scientific knowledge 
outputs typically emphasized relating together. This latter approach 
was associated with fewer predefined goals and more space to enact 
emergent ideas.
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Fig. 3 | Six modes of co-production identified by approaches to purpose, power, politics and pathways. Spider diagrams show the value of each of 
the eight approaches for all case members of each mode. Case identifiers (IDs) and mode colours correspond to those in Fig. 1, demonstrating the high 
geographic and scalar diversity within each mode. See Methods for further details on the hierarchical clustering process. Images adapted from the Noun 
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Fig. 4 | Comparison of co-production modes by main features and outcomes. The +/− symbols indicate which mode means are significantly higher/
lower for each dimension, with the overall significance of comparisons denoted (Kruskal–Wallis tests; +P<0.10, *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001). For 
example, modes 1, 2 and 4 achieved more knowledge production, whereas modes 5 and 6 achieved more reframing. Mode 3 rarely exhibited statistically 
significant differences due to its small size. Outcomes are grouped into intercorrelated sets (Fig. 6). Results are greyed out when missing >50% of data 
for modes with 7–8 cases and >25% of data for modes with 2–4 cases. Descriptive dimensions that did not exhibit notable differences are not shown. See 
Supplementary Tables 3 and 4 for definitions of all descriptive and outcome dimensions, respectively, and Supplementary Fig. 1 for correlations among all 
descriptive dimensions.
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Modes of co-production
The hierarchical clustering58 analysis grouped cases that similarly 
approached purpose, power, politics and pathways into six clusters 
(Fig. 3). Clusters represent distinct modes of co-production that 
employed particular designs and practices to pursue up to 14 types 
of identified outcomes. These modes varied in their aims (Fig. 4); 
for example, some particularly sought to produce scientific knowl-
edge outputs (1, 2 and 4), reframe pre-existing beliefs and values 
(2–6), enhance policy uptake (1, 2, 4 and 5) or build institutions 
(3 and 5). For each mode, we discuss their main features and key 
strengths and weaknesses in relation to the extent that cases pur-
sued and achieved particular outcomes (Fig. 4). We connect this 
discussion to the unique opportunities and critical risks associated 
with different approaches to navigating purpose, power, politics and 
pathways (Fig. 5).

Mode 1. Researching solutions. Here scientists and decision mak-
ers employing more ‘realist’ investigative methods45 such as eco-
system modelling produced practical scientific knowledge with 
the goal to influence policies and interventions. Cases varied in 
the relative power of scientists or decision makers to define topics 
but spanned relatively low social diversity of actors. These projects 
generated evidence that could inform or justify the approach of 
environmentally motivated decision makers. This was most effec-
tive within institutional contexts that supported actors to iteratively 
evolve relationships, questions and methods over time and to adapt 
to shifting policy contexts54. However, this approach was less effec-
tive at shifting the strategies and priorities of decision makers, who 
were more receptive to knowledge that helped rather than opposed 
their plans. The emphasis of these projects on lack of knowledge as 
the principal barrier to change therefore often limited their capacity 
to realize broader recommended shifts in management and policy. 
Cases also struggled to support emergent goals, such as address-
ing capacity needs. Efforts to empower scientific knowledge risked 
marginalizing the voices of other actors (and knowledge systems) 
who were excluded from the process but affected by resulting 
recommendations21.

Mode 2. Empowering voices. These cases also co-produced knowl-
edge to address ecosystem management and policy challenges, led 
by interdisciplinary scientists alongside community and/or gov-
ernment actors. However, they differ from mode 1 through their 
explicit intention to empower relatively marginalized actors and 
include greater social diversity, such as by supporting initiatives of 
local and indigenous communities. Cases created meaningful solu-
tions for local actors and produced science to confront broader 
narratives that furthered ecosystem degradation and social inequal-
ities43,59. Several cases navigated a careful balance between neither 
suppressing nor romanticizing local views by developing respect-
ful ways to integrate external expertise and expand problem defi-
nitions40,43. Compared with mode 1, cases emphasized process and 
more actively engaged with/in policy and management contexts, 
producing greater impacts57. Outcomes were enhanced for cases 
that prioritized process learning and quality, fulfilled capacity needs 
and built institutions to evolve multi-scalar partnerships and activi-
ties over time. However, the strong emphasis on producing and 
empowering particular knowledge forms constrained possibilities 
for reframing. This knowledge could also be ignored by higher level 
decision makers who were often not deeply involved, hindering ini-
tiatives’ broader desired social equitability outcomes.

Mode 3. Brokering power. This mode was the smallest and was 
highly unique. Both cases engaged relatively powerful actors to 
develop long-term innovative institutions to address sustainabil-
ity challenges. In contrast to modes 1 and 2, these cases fostered 
dialogue around synthesized knowledge and took direct policy 

and management actions, instead of mainly producing scientific 
knowledge. Both cases also equally focused on reframing problems 
and pursuing solutions, yet did so in distinct ways. One case cre-
ated a safe space for international CEOs and scientists to reframe 
views of ocean sustainability problems to develop governance solu-
tions36. The other case took collective action to restore a polluted 
river, using a shared concern as a pathway to build trust and reframe 
polarized relations in a cross-border conflict38. These cases used 
third party brokers and carefully controlled participation to facili-
tate safe spaces for dialogue, given the high potential for conflicts 
among identities and interests. Tracking process results was critical 
to fostering ongoing engagement and navigating a balance between 
speaking the language of powerful actors while trying to reframe 
thinking. Due to the stronger emphasis on scientific/technical 
expertise (over local knowledge and concerns), these cases risked 
legitimizing existing power relations.

Mode 4. Reframing power. These cases engaged both relatively mar-
ginalized and powerful actors (for example, local communities and 
national NGO and government actors) to reframe technocratic nar-
ratives and shift practices and policies that marginalize social con-
cerns37,51,60. Like in mode 3, they were led by researchers alongside 
relatively powerful practitioners. However, in contrast, research-
ers explicitly sought to shift power away from powerful actors and 
towards marginalized actors whose perspectives they explored using 
‘relativist’ critical social science methods. As a result, some refram-
ing of dominant perspectives occurred; however, cases struggled to 
create ‘safe enough spaces’29 to do so. This was partly due to spanning 
multiple cultures, sectors and identities during relatively short time-
lines37 and partly related to their emphasis on producing knowledge 
(like modes 1 and 2) and little focus on institution building (unlike 
mode 3). This shifted the balance of power towards researchers, 
who faced the challenge of keeping work critical of power relations, 
while also trying to relinquish power to solutions-oriented actors to 
foster practical relevance51,60. Only cases with strong existing insti-
tutional roots or multi-scalar networks managed to somewhat shift 
policy and practice37,60.

Mode 5. Navigating differences. This mode is distinguished from 
modes 1–4 by a stronger emphasis on managing processes of relat-
ing together, learning and empowerment over producing and trans-
ferring scientific knowledge about human–ecosystem interactions. 
Researchers employed more ‘relativist’ methods45 but, in contrast to 
mode 4, they held less power. Facilitation techniques and bound-
ary objects61 were used to connect stakeholder groups to explore 
conflicts and reframe perspectives, while allowing new institutions, 
regulations and practices to emerge. These processes valued all 
forms of expertise, and effectively minimized hierarchies to directly 
engage with actors across power differentials31. This model showed 
promising evidence of reframing, for example, by changing fixed 
notions of ‘stakes’ to more dynamic ‘stakeholding’34 and shifting sci-
entific knowledge from a dominant position to a more democratic 
one32. The early focus on reframing (instead of generating solutions) 
allowed actors to navigate conflicting identities to build long-term 
(mean of eight years), complementary bottom-up and top-down 
processes32,42. This resulted in higher attainment of policy and man-
agement outcomes. Some cases additionally linked diverse local 
co-production efforts through learning networks34,35. A few cases 
were blocked by unsupportive high-level actors, underscoring the 
importance of managing those risks and building trust across power 
differentials.

Mode 6. Reframing agency. These cases focused the least on 
using co-production to solve predefined problems. Led mostly by 
researchers with both highly relativist design and systems think-
ing backgrounds, they created safe spaces to identify collective 
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Clusters Approach Unique opportunities Critical risks

Can achieve specific
set goals (for example,
building an ecosystem

model)

More likely to overly place blame on 
marginalized actors for sustainability 
problems

Less attention to process and
equitability can result in superficial
engagement with marginalized actors

Interventions may legitimize existing 
power relations and systems

Projects may struggle to engage
actors that they seek to influence due
to prioritizing their own values and 
solutions

More likely to reinforce already 
dominant views of problems and 
solutions, and to obscure alternatives

Can inhibit the potential to reframe 
perspectives

Can produce and
transfer knowledge
to inform and justify
policy changes that

decision makers
already want to make May create echo chambers that 

fetishize the power of knowledge to 
create desired impacts

Emphasis on the value of scientific
knowledge can crowd out alternative 
expertise and ideas

Tying of budgets to fixed knowledge
production activities may inhibit the 
pursuit of emergent goals

Can produce and
transfer knowledge

to advocate for higher
level policy changes,
build capacities and
address local needs

May fetishize the role of speaking
‘truth’ to power to shift higher level
views and policies

Efforts to empower particular views 
can inhibit possibilities for reframing 
perspectives

Powerful actors may block processes 
that are against their interests, 
especially if blame narratives are 
used

May overlook power imbalances and 
politics occurring within local settings

Can fundamentally
shift views to co-develop

more creative
and transformative

possibilities

Expanding the problem frame can 
disempower actors if problems then
feel too ‘big’ to handle

May be less effective if emotional 
aspects such as anxieties about 
losing power are not addressed

Efforts that span few identity conflicts
and power differentials can result in 
echo chambers

May result in talk shops that don’t
produce action

Solution-oriented actors may not want 
to engage
Reflexivity can inhibit developing
concrete actions
Successful reframing alone may fail 
to trigger shifts in policies and 
practices

Emphasizing points of difference too 
soon can inhibit common ground

Can build legitimate
and flexible processes
to empower tangible

changes to
perspectives, networks,

institutions, policies
and practices

Apparent cooperation and consensus 
can be the result of subjugation if 
power dynamics are poorly managed

Social inequalities may be 
accelerated if voluntary contributions 
are not suitably valued

Very risky without high legitimacy, 
strong networks and highly skilled 
facilitation and brokering to create
safe spaces for reflection and
dialogue

Actors involved may try to co-opt the 
process to serve their own interests
Exclusion of marginalized actors may 
lead to solutions that further 
marginalize them
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Fig. 5 | The unique opportunities and critical risks of different modes of co-production. When co-production initiatives strongly express particular 
combinations of approaches to purpose, power, policies and pathways, they hold unique ability to achieve certain outcomes, but each approach is also linked 
to critical risks. For example, modes 1 (researching solutions) and 6 (reframing agency) face the opposite opportunities and risks. The ability of modes 3 and 
5 to achieve multiple types of outcomes (Fig. 4; for example, reframing, networks, management practices and institution building) is related to their unique 
ability to span the dichotomies: purpose (problem solving and problem reframing) and politics (influence powerful and empower marginalized), respectively. 
In contrast, modes 1 and 6 achieved fewer types of outcomes (Fig. 4). Images adapted from the Noun Project under a Creative Commons License CC BY 3.0: 
handshake by Chunk Icons, magnifying glass by kiddo, pyramid by IconPai, arrow by Alice Design and iceberg by Juan Pablo Bravo.
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forms of agency capable of addressing systemic governance issues, 
such as through urban/transformation labs39,44. These cases did 
not seek to empower particular knowledge, but instead allowed 
diverse knowledge forms to be expressed. To create safe spaces, 
they engaged environmentally motivated change agents in local 
contexts, thereby spanning fewer conflicting identities and cultures. 
They also explored emotional and psychological anxieties related to 
questioning power and beliefs39. Despite their relatively short dura-
tion, these cases most effectively triggered reframing, illustrating 
the value of creating spaces without explicit solution agendas. For 
example, in one case participants realized an incongruence between 
their own narratives and practices, leading them to shift focus from 
agro-technologies to fostering social solidarity44. These cases also 

trained participants to employ co-production approaches in their 
own work. Few shifts in policy and practice have been documented; 
however, these projects did not explicitly seek these outcomes and 
were among the most recently completed. These cases struggled 
most to engage powerful impact-motivated actors and risked creat-
ing echo chambers (that is, spaces where people encounter views 
that mainly coincide with their own).

The outcomes and future of co-production for 
sustainability
This analysis unpacks the diverse design and implementation 
choices that fall within the growing field of co-production schol-
arship and practice for the sustainable development of ecosystems.  
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1. Highly collaboratively designed and practiced process (co-produced process***)
2. Very effective facilitation across social–political differences (expertly facilitated***)
3. Very supportive funding arrangement and broader context (supportive context***)
4. Extensive effort to monitor process and results-oriented outcomes (monitored outcomes***)
5. Strong levels of social cohesion and trust reached among actors (social cohesion/trust***)
6. Use of narratives that frame issues constructively (use constructive narratives**)
7. Engagement with actors that work at higher scales during the process (global actors**) 
8. Collaborative processes that continue to engage over long periods (duration*)
9. Processes that connect work across local/regional and national/global scales (cross-scales*)

Cross-identities**

Year began**

Relating together***

Descriptive dimensions 
negatively correlated to 
groups of outcomes

Descriptive dimensions 
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Monitored outcomes*** 
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Fig. 6 | Dimensions most strongly associated with higher attainment of sustainability outcomes. The green/pink grid shows how achieving some 
outcomes is positively/negatively linked to achieving other outcomes (*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001). Knowledge production is the only outcome that 
is not correlated with achieving any other outcomes, and even shows a consistent negative trend. The descriptive dimensions that are most strongly 
correlated with each subgroup of intercorrelated outcomes are listed in the grey boxes. The white box contains all dimensions that are significantly linked 
to higher attainment of outcomes across the board. The definitions for all descriptive and outcome dimensions, and common methods that cases used to 
assess them, are available in Supplementary Tables 3 and 4, respectively. Images adapted from the Noun Project under a Creative Commons License CC 
BY 3.0: handshake by Chunk Icons and magnifying glass by kiddo.
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The six co-production modes we identify show how distinct 
approaches to engaging with purpose, power, politics and path-
ways are suited to achieving different types of outcomes. Yet, 
approaches also differ in their potential risks, such as creating 
echo chambers, reinforcing the status quo and being co-opted by 
powerful vested interests (Fig. 5). By clarifying the connections 
between co-production choices and differential benefits and risks, 
we provide a heuristic tool to enhance understanding and design 
considerations where researchers and societal actors interweave 
knowledge and action for sustainability. For example, among our 
cases, design choices that prioritized relating together and systemic 
interpretations of agency were crucial to reframing perspectives, 
while knowledge-focused and solution-oriented approaches were 
better suited to influencing policy. Particular approaches may also 
be appropriate in different stages of a change process, and further 
research may explore the role of certain approaches in varying con-
texts62. We therefore argue that this diversity is a strength: different 
approaches contribute to change in distinct ways if the associated 
risks are proactively managed (Fig. 5).

In accordance with other studies13,16,63, our analysis shows that 
co-production requires careful facilitation to bridge diverse per-
spectives, values and identities, and that multi-scalar and long-term 
engagement is essential for achieving outcomes (Fig. 6). Our cases 
collectively highlight just how varied the possible outcomes of 
co-production are, from informed policies and shifted narratives 
to reshaped relations and institutions. Yet, particular synergies and 
trade-offs emerged among these outcomes (Fig. 6). For example, 
cases that fostered the most substantial reframing of perspectives 
and feelings of empowerment (for example, in reframing agency) 
did not demonstrate shifts in policies or practices. Another notable 
trade-off is that the successful production of scientific knowledge 
was consistently negatively associated with attaining most other 
outcomes (Fig. 6). Similar to recent studies13,15,64,65, our analysis 
suggests that the tendency of researchers to direct co-production 
resources to filling knowledge gaps, whether led by natural scien-
tists (for example, in researching solutions) or critical social scien-
tists (for example, in reframing power) – may actually hinder the 
attainment of other types of outcomes that inspire collective action, 
such as reframing narratives and building institutions.

Our study suggests that co-produced scientific knowledge can 
further existing policy goals; however, when the goal is to funda-
mentally reframe policies, we found that cultivating dialogue and 
relations that question problem definitions and explore systemic 
forms of agency are critical (for example, navigating differences and 
reframing agency; Fig. 4). Co-production efforts that demonstrated 
the largest shifts in institutions and management practices directly 
supported researchers and diverse societal actors to iteratively bal-
ance critically reflexive and solutions-oriented spaces (for example, 
brokering power and navigating differences; Fig. 4). This allowed 
actors to navigate different agendas for change to grow ideas and 
actions which were unforeseen from the outset. While several local 
cases spanned these dual reflexive and action-oriented purposes of 
co-production, we call for greater exploration of how to do so across 
scales, and in particular with globally powerful actors.

Despite the promising outcomes of diverse co-production prac-
tices, their ultimate sustainability impacts remain unclear since few 
cases monitored social (13%) and ecological (22%) aspects of sus-
tainability, such as improved human well-being amidst more sus-
tainable resource levels. Attributing such impacts to co-production 
processes is challenged by their often spatially and temporally dis-
persed and unanticipated effects. We therefore support others’ calls 
for approaches that iteratively monitor impacts occurring within 
(and not just after) co-production processes to support adaptive 
learning while acknowledging complex and unpredictable impact 
pathways1,9,12,19,66. Indeed, such monitoring was linked to enhanced 
achievement of outcomes across our cases (Fig. 6). For example, one 

case examined people’s cognitive maps, perception of agency and 
social networks at multiple stages during the process to facilitate 
and document the changes occurring44 (see Supplementary Table 
4 for more approaches). We therefore echo existing concerns that 
funding paradigms and policy orientations requiring predefined 
problem definitions and impact pathways may constrain the full 
range of possible outcomes of co-production5,66.

Undertaking this analysis enabled us to collectively and criti-
cally interrogate the diverse assumptions behind the purpose of 
our co-production practices, ways of navigating power and poli-
tics and presumed pathways to sustainability. We have produced 
a heuristic that can be used to support researchers and practitio-
ners to navigate the trade-offs and risks associated with differ-
ent approaches to weaving knowledge, action and change. Given 
similar co-production challenges around power, impact and scale 
experienced across diverse fields1,4,13,21,63, this tool may help facilitate 
critical reflection in other contexts or otherwise inform the design 
of additional analyses that go even further in depth and wider in 
scope. We encourage the application of our heuristic as a reflexive 
tool to open dialogue and strengthen transparency in design choices 
in co-production processes for sustainability, and welcome future 
evaluations of its effectiveness for guiding scholarship and practice.

Methods
This study was collaboratively produced by contributors of the 32 cases through an 
iterative exploratory and analytical process during 2017–2019. We took a dialogical 
approach67 in the overall study design by deliberately iterating between analysis 
conducted by the lead author (J.M.C.) and interrogation of those analyses by case 
contributors over multiple stages (further described below). This allowed the lead 
author to maintain independence of interpretation by individually conducting 
all interviews and empirical analyses, while conceptual framings and analytical 
interpretations of the study were iteratively improved by the in-depth practical 
knowledge of the diverse range of co-production experts involved. Workshops were 
organized at two different stages of the analysis to also foster an interactive space to 
co-develop the focus, scope and methods for the analysis (further described below). 
This iterative, multi-stage analysis resulted in a highly robust methodological 
approach to advance collective knowledge around diverse co-production framings, 
approaches and outcomes. Our choice to collaboratively produce this research is 
consistent with a growing number of scholars who underscore the importance 
of researchers producing knowledge with those who are actually implementing 
the work under study to produce rigorous knowledge of important practical 
experiences26,68.

Collaboratively produced common enquiry framework. The research began 
with two participatory workshops, one convened at The Pew Charitable Trusts in 
Washington D.C., USA (23–25 May 2017) and the other at the 2nd Programme 
on Ecosystem Change and Society (PECS) Conference in Oaxaca, Mexico (11–12 
November 2017). A number of scholars and practitioners working on different 
aspects of ‘co-production’ were invited to the Pew workshop, while participants 
self-selected into the PECS workshop, based on their interest and prior experience 
working on co-production. In these workshops, we grounded our analysis in the 
experience of the co-production cases. Case contributors responded to a series of 
open questions regarding co-production aims, practices and outcomes, followed 
by participatory exercises to identify key differences and common challenges. The 
25 participants in these workshops collectively represented more than 200 years 
of cumulative practical experience managing co-production initiatives for the 
sustainable development of ecosystems in 15 countries. Participants were diverse 
in terms of career stage, disciplinary background and position, with half based in 
research institutes and nearly all in positions operating at the interface of research 
and policy/practice (that is, ‘scholar practitioners’). However, participants were 
predominantly women (80%) living in the global north (85%), which undoubtedly 
shaped the discussions in the workshops. In an effort to rectify these biases, we 
subsequently conducted a wider review of relevant co-production literature to 
further develop the emerging common enquiry framework (that is, a spreadsheet 
to enquire about important differences across diverse co-production cases) to 
guide subsequent data collection and analyses.

Systematic case selection. The 32 cases included some from the initial workshops 
(n = 8) and others subsequently identified using Google Scholar (n = 24). Our 
sampling approach followed an information-oriented, maximum variation 
approach to sampling: we selected cases that would give the greatest possible 
information about co-production for the sustainable development of ecosystems, 
a subgroup in the domain of co-production for sustainability30. This selection 
strategy provided analytical power for exploring how different co-production aims, 
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features, practices and outcomes are interlinked. To select a broad range of cases, 
we chose to maximize diversity for sectoral involvement, the role of researchers, 
co-production practices and geographical/scalar locations. While our sample has 
proven effective for identifying patterns, including the six modes of co-production, 
it has inherent limitations for attempting hypothetico-deduction. For example, 
we cannot determine which of these modes is more prevalent across the whole 
population of co-production for the sustainable development of ecosystems, or 
sustainability more broadly; nor can we draw general conclusions about the cause–
effect linkages between modes and outcomes. A larger stratified random sample 
would be more effective for such purposes.

The eight cases selected from the workshops had been running for longer than 
two years and employed different co-production approaches to address challenges 
related to the sustainable development of ecosystems. The Google Scholar searches 
individually paired 10 ecosystem-focused variants of the term ‘sustainability’ 
such as ‘social–ecological’, ‘ecosystem services’ and ‘marine conservation’ with 22 
variants of ‘co-production’ such as ‘co-design’, ‘co-management’, ‘social learning’, 
‘action research’ and ‘transdisciplinary’ (see Supplementary Table 5 for a complete 
list of search terms). The co-production terms were selected by identifying key 
terminologies that appeared in co-production literature1,13,14,16. The range of 
sustainability and co-production terms ensured that our selection of co-production 
initiatives encompassed the diversity of approaches and contexts we found in the 
literature. Since we used Google Scholar to expand the diversity of our initial set of 
cases, our sample is biased towards co-production cases published in international 
peer-reviewed journals, as this work is more likely to be well known and highly 
cited. We set a clear ‘co-production’ boundary for our set of cases by excluding 
cases that were captured by our search terms but were not interweaving knowledge, 
action and change. For example, collaborative governance interventions were only 
included in this study if they interweaved knowledge, action and change among 
participants; this meant excluding NGO- or state-led participatory interventions 
that did not involve researchers.

Despite the leading role of researchers in many cases, we sought to gather cases 
that spanned diverse research roles, from practitioners conducting knowledge 
synthesis to researchers generating knowledge or facilitating dialogue. It was also 
difficult to engage local projects led by non-English speakers who do not have 
international networks. We therefore actively sought to include cases from a 
diverse range of contexts, with multiple cases in each broad geographical region, 
to incorporate some degree of cultural diversity. We acknowledge, however, that 
we first prioritized diversity in terms of co-production approaches, and only 
one-fifth of our sample is both located in the global south and led by citizens of 
those countries. We therefore underscore the need for further work to examine 
approaches to co-production led by citizens of the global south. Only three 
potential case contributors that we contacted declined to be involved in the project.

Data collection. Applying the common enquiry framework developed in the 
initial stage of the research, we collected the following qualitative data for each 
case: (1) how co-production and sustainability challenges are framed, (2) how 
co-production is designed and implemented in practice, (3) the rationales 
underpinning decisions on how to co-produce, (4) capacities which support 
or hinder co-production and (5) outcomes of co-production. The lead author 
completed a qualitative spreadsheet in partnership with a key representative of 
each case. For 29 cases, this was a senior leader in the co-production process, while 
for 3 cases, this was someone who had extensively researched the case. The lead 
author interviewed most case representatives for approximately an hour to gather 
further qualitative information related to written responses in the spreadsheet. 
In a few cases, this was not necessary, as we gained sufficient case detail through 
email correspondence. To understand a broader range of perspectives of people 
involved in each project, we also reviewed a mean of 6 documents and publications 
per case (186 total), reviewing a greater number if the case was not yet published 
in peer-reviewed literature. The lead author worked individually with each case 
contributor (an expert in the particular co-production process) to gather relevant 
and reliable materials to inform interpretations of the case, which spanned a 
mixture of scientific articles, grey literature and internal documents. To ensure a 
robust assessment of outcomes across different forms of evidence, the lead author 
scored the quality of the evidence for each reported outcome by each case and 
consulted with the case contributor to ensure further evidence was unavailable. 
The 22 missing data squares in Fig. 4 reflect the exercised judgement of the lead 
author that the quality of evidence was insufficient to substantiate claims regarding 
those outcomes. Given the sensitive nature of reporting outcomes and case 
difficulties, to enhance open exchange and accurate reporting, case contributors 
were given the opportunity to indicate any parts of the data gathered about their 
project that they wish to remain anonymous in any outputs related to this project.

Preliminary analysis and testing of dimensions of difference. The lead 
author conducted a preliminary analysis by qualitatively coding each of the 
five aforementioned categories of data using NVivo Software, grounded in the 
data from and understanding about each case from the case contributors69. Two 
rounds of coding of the common enquiry spreadsheets (completed for each 
case) and additional case documents and interviews led to the identification 
of numerous qualitatively described dimensions of difference across all cases. 

These dimensions captured how the sample of co-production cases varied in how 
they were framed, designed, implemented, supported by certain capacities, and 
pursued and produced particular outcomes. These findings were then presented 
in a 13,000-word report and interrogated in an interactive two-day workshop in 
Colorado, United States (16–17 July 2018) with 14 case contributors and experts in 
co-production. Participants discussed the content and framing of the dimensions 
through dynamic exercises, identified if important aspects were missing and 
elaborated questions and methods for further analysis. A subsequent half-day 
workshop was held with 15 practitioners/researchers in Cambridge, United 
Kingdom (9 August 2018) to explore the relevance and framing of the emerging 
list of dimensions of difference across cases with people who were generally not as 
familiar with co-production terminology and approaches. A final list of 72 specific 
dimensions therefore emerged from a rigorous iterative process that inductively 
identified critical points of difference across all cases.

Secondary analysis based on final analytical dimensions. The final list of 72 
dimensions of difference across all cases guided the secondary analysis. The 
dimensions used in this analysis include different ways that co-production cases 
were framed (8), designed (16) and implemented (16), capacities that shaped how 
co-production cases functioned (4), and distinct outcomes that were intended (14) 
and produced (14). Each of the 14 outcomes were additionally scored on the extent 
to which they were assessed, if assessment had occurred. If the assessment method 
was evaluated by the lead author (in consultation with the case contributor) as 
being too poor of quality to assess particular outcomes, the achievement score 
was recorded as missing in the dataset. Supplementary Table 4 presents the typical 
methods that were used to assess outcomes across the cases, including some of the 
most innovative approaches.

We employed fuzzy-set social science methods70 to devise a scoring process to 
indicate the extent that cases exhibited particular dimensions. Fuzzy sets provide 
a flexible approach for translating relevant and at times overlapping concepts that 
emerge from qualitative analysis into a quantitative framework that indicates the 
extent to which cases exhibit each feature (usually on a scale from 0 to 1)70. In 
this case, we found it was more straightforward to use a seven-point Likert scale 
to define relevant steps for each dimension and then scored each case for each 
dimension. This allowed us to document stepwise differences, without needing to 
provide non-overlapping categories (that is, exhibiting either one dimension or 
another, rather than some of each) that would lack precise meaning. To maintain 
a degree of independence of interpretation across all cases, for each of the 32 cases 
the lead author then reviewed all case documents and interviews an additional 
time to score each case on a seven-point Likert scale for each of the 72 dimensions. 
A score of 1 indicated that the case did not exhibit that dimension, whereas a score 
of 7 indicated that the case highly exhibited that dimension (for example, for the 
dimension ‘intended networks’: 1 = no intention to reshape networks, 7 = very 
strong intention to reshape networks).

Qualitative descriptions were recorded to justify each quantitative score, 
alongside illustrative quotes from case materials that further justified and 
explained those choices. Each case contributor reviewed and commented on 
the full set of scores and justifications/quotes to enhance the accuracy of the 
scoring process. The lead researcher also discussed dimensions that required 
further explanation with case contributors through a second hour-long Skype 
call or, in a few cases, email correspondence. Following the revision of all scores 
and justifications, the lead researcher reviewed the qualitative descriptions for 
each numerical value of the Likert scales to refine the precise meaning of each 
distinct step in all of the seven-point Likert scales. Some case scores were then 
slightly adjusted according to the precise definitions to ensure consistency of the 
comparative scoring across all cases. The full list of definitions for all seven-point 
Likert scales used in this analysis are available in Supplementary Tables 2–4. The 
qualitative descriptions of all dimensions were coded and analysed in comparison 
with emerging literature on co-production approaches to identify the key 
dimensions of difference (the four ‘Ps’). Quotes also helped explain the patterns 
that emerged in the statistical analyses.

The production of this study by 42 people, many of whom are leading scholars 
in co-production and sustainability scholarship and practice, was essential for 
producing a salient and legitimate output that accurately reflects a rich breadth 
of co-production experience and perspectives. Moreover, many of the authors 
both conduct research on as well as practice co-production. Given the diversity 
of backgrounds, expertise and experiences of the authors who collaboratively 
produced this study, a key component of the analysis focused on dialogue around 
different perspectives and approaches to co-production. This facilitated an 
analytical design that was both rigorous and reflexive, in which all co-authors 
were able to question their own views of co-production against others and draw 
collective insights.

Statistical analyses. All statistical analyses and visualizations were done using R 
version 3.6.1 (ref. 71). Given the large number of descriptive dimensions (36) and 
outcome dimensions (14 intended and 14 achieved), with substantial missing 
data for 5 achieved outcomes, we did not seek to determine causal patterns 
leading to specific outcomes. Rather, we sought to identify important differences 
in the overall designs/goals of co-production cases, and then use complementary 
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not met their anticipated outcomes; thus, sharing this data could negatively 
impact projects and their participants. However, complete quantitative data can be 
provided at the level of each of the six modes, keeping the specific case identities 
anonymous. In addition, qualitative codes can be shared to provide further details 
of the qualitative analytical process. At the level of individual cases, if people wish 
to access data for a specific case, they will be put in touch with the contributor of 
that case (also a co-author of this manuscript), who must be informed of the data 
being requested and the intended use for it. Each case contributor will then provide 
the final say on whether they wish to share their own quantitative and qualitative 
case data on a case-by-case basis. These protective steps were critical for ensuring 
a safe environment for case contributors to share many critical perspectives related 
to the challenges and outcomes of their cases, thereby ensuring an ethical analysis 
with accurate results.

Code availability
The codes used in R to produce all statistics and figures can be made available  
upon request.
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quantitative and qualitative analyses to identify key features and broad patterns 
associated with the full range of outcome dimensions. Our secondary analysis 
and review of related literature identified four overarching themes (Fig. 2), with 
two alternate approaches to each, as being particularly important in directing 
projects towards different types of practice and intended outcomes. These 
alternate approaches to co-production for each theme are: for purpose, either to 
more effectively solve predefined problems or to reframe problems; for power, 
either focusing on the behaviour of actors directly linked to sustainability 
problems or targeting more systemic aspects; for politics, either empowering 
marginalized actors or influencing powerful actors to yield power; and for 
pathways, either by primarily producing scientific knowledge as a product that 
is expected to shape policy and/or practice or through more integrated forms of 
knowing, relating and doing.

To identify distinct modes of co-production, we conducted hierarchical cluster 
analysis using the eight approaches to co-production outlined above (and in Fig. 
2). The NbClust72 package in R identified six clusters as the optimal number, based 
on the peak of the Dindex second differences plot. The R packages tidyverse73, 
cluster74, factoextra75 and dendextend76 were used to conduct the hierarchical 
cluster analysis, using Euclidean distance as the dissimilarity matrix coefficient and 
Ward’s method of hierarchical clustering to minimize the error in sum of squares58. 
The R package fmsb77 was used to generate the radar charts displayed in Fig. 3. 
The R stats package71 heatmap function was used to generate visual diagrams to 
show how case clusters differ (Fig. 4). The qualitative descriptions associated with 
the scores for each case were also reviewed to help describe each cluster (that is, 
mode). The qualitative analysis confirmed that all modes were well defined by 
important differences, and that even though one mode was especially small (mode 
3), its highly unique nature merited its separation from other modes.

Unique features of each mode were examined by testing for significant 
differences between mode means for each descriptive dimension, using the stats 
package71 to conduct Kruskal–Wallis tests. Pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank tests 
revealed which pairs of modes were significantly different for each dimension. 
Relatively few significant differences emerged between mode 3 and the other 
modes due to there being only two cases in that mode. To reduce the large number 
of descriptive dimensions, principal component analyses were conducted on 
three different sets of highly intercorrelated dimensions using R packages stats71 
and ggbiplot78. For example, the dimension ‘coproduced process’ is a principal 
component that explains 82.1% of the variance of the extent to which the case 
was co-designed and co-practiced. Similarly, the dimension ‘supportive context’ 
explains 81.5% of the variance for two dimensions that indicate how well cases 
were supported by external funding and other contextual dynamics. Finally, the 
dimension ‘expertly facilitated’ explains 57.3% of the variance of nine highly 
intercorrelated dimensions related to the extent that cases organized roles, 
facilitated knowledge and navigated issues of conflict and power.

The R packages qgraph79, SemiPar80 and Hmisc81 were used to visualize 
correlation networks among the eight key dimensions (Fig. 2). To explore 
correlations between achieved outcomes, we calculated Spearman’s rank correlation 
coefficients and their P values. For intended outcomes, we used the direct 
seven-point Likert scale scores (Supplementary Table 4). However, this was not 
possible for achieved outcomes because the meaning of an outcome that was highly 
achieved (that is, score = 7) greatly varied for a case that highly intended that 
outcome versus one that weakly intended it and conducted few related activities. 
To calculate each achieved outcome, we therefore multiplied the extent to which 
it was achieved (for example, score of 5 = 5/7) by the intention score (for example, 
5). In this way, a moderately achieved outcome that was highly intended was made 
equivalent to a moderately intended outcome that was highly achieved. To identify 
the list of 9 descriptive dimensions significantly correlated to achieving outcomes 
across the board, we used the mean of 11 outcome dimensions, as 3 outcomes had 
insufficient data across cases.

Ethics. The institution that hosted this study (Luc Hoffmann Institute) does not 
have a formal research ethics approval process; however, we nevertheless developed 
our own procedure for this project, which complied with the Department of 
Geography Ethics Review Group guidelines at the University of Cambridge. 
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some cases they had extensively researched it.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The data analysed in this study can be made available upon request, with a 
few limitations. Quantitative data on outcomes cannot be shared at the level of 
individual cases because some projects are still ongoing and some projects have 
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Statistics
For all statistical analyses, confirm that the following items are present in the figure legend, table legend, main text, or Methods section.
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The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement

A statement on whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample was measured repeatedly

The statistical test(s) used AND whether they are one- or two-sided 
Only common tests should be described solely by name; describe more complex techniques in the Methods section.

A description of all covariates tested

A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as tests of normality and adjustment for multiple comparisons

A full description of the statistical parameters including central tendency (e.g. means) or other basic estimates (e.g. regression coefficient) 
AND variation (e.g. standard deviation) or associated estimates of uncertainty (e.g. confidence intervals)

For null hypothesis testing, the test statistic (e.g. F, t, r) with confidence intervals, effect sizes, degrees of freedom and P value noted 
Give P values as exact values whenever suitable.

For Bayesian analysis, information on the choice of priors and Markov chain Monte Carlo settings

For hierarchical and complex designs, identification of the appropriate level for tests and full reporting of outcomes

Estimates of effect sizes (e.g. Cohen's d, Pearson's r), indicating how they were calculated

Our web collection on statistics for biologists contains articles on many of the points above.

Software and code
Policy information about availability of computer code

Data collection No code was used to collect data.

Data analysis R code was used to conduct all statistical analyses and can be made available to editors or reviewers of Nature Sustainability, upon request.

For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the research but not yet described in published literature, software must be made available to editors and 
reviewers. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). See the Nature Research guidelines for submitting code & software for further information.

Data
Policy information about availability of data

All manuscripts must include a data availability statement. This statement should provide the following information, where applicable: 
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- A list of figures that have associated raw data 
- A description of any restrictions on data availability

There are no specific requirements by our funders to make our data publicly available, however we recognize the importance of transparency and contributing to 
additional research that builds on our work. We have therefore included a data availability statement in the manuscript that seeks to balance our concerns with 
protecting the confidentiality of sensitive data related to individual cases and their outcomes, with making our data as openly accessible as possible. We will make 
data available upon request at the level of each of the six clusters, keeping case identities anonymous. If people wish to access specific data for one or more of our 
32 cases, they must provide a request to the specific contributor (and co-author) of that case, who will make the final call on whether they wish to provide the 
requested data for the intended purpose. These data availability measures are essential to ethically handle the sensitive nature of data which very openly discusses 
challenges and failed outcomes (in some cases) related to these projects. These measures were also critical to guaranteeing the accuracy of our critical analysis of 
each case, and thus the validity of our overall findings.
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Behavioural & social sciences study design
All studies must disclose on these points even when the disclosure is negative.

Study description The data are mixed method, and include qualitative descriptions of how the 32 initiatives using collaborative approaches for 
sustainability differ for 72 dimensions. These 72 dimensions were defined based on in-depth qualitative analysis. Each case was then 
quantitatively judged on a 7-point likert scale to indicate the extent they express each of the dimensions, based on fuzzy-set social 
science methods and providing qualitative justifications that were then validated by each case contributor. Quantitative data were 
then used to conduct statistical analyses, and the patterns were interpreted through additional qualitative analyses.

Research sample 32 collaborative initiatives were selected for this study, with the aim to maximize diversity in both approach and geographical and 
scalar context. We achieved this diversity, with cases applying a wide range of research methodologies spanning fields such as 
ecology, social science, art and engineering, and involving in most cases, at least four types of stakeholders (e.g. academia, 
government, NGOs, communities). Cases also operated in six different continents, with at least 3 different cases in each continent, 
and the majority operated at multiple scales, from local to international. The cases were more heavily led by research institutes. Our 
study did not rely on existing data sets and collaborated closely with a single person heavily involved in each case study in order to 
gather information through documents and interviews.

Sampling strategy The 32 cases were selected from the initial workshops, only including cases that had been running for longer than 2 years and 
focused on sustainability challenges (n=8), and through Google Scholar (n=24). The latter were identified by individually pairing 10 
variants of the term ‘conservation’ such as ‘ecosystem services’ and ‘marine conservation’ with 22 variants of collaboration such as 
‘co-production’, ‘co-design’, ‘co-management’, ‘social learning’ and ‘participatory action research’. We used this approach to select a 
set of cases that encompassed the diversity we found, although our sampling approach is biased towards international researchers, 
as their work is more likely to be highly cited and we did not review grey literature. It was also difficult to engage diverse local 
projects with non-English speakers that do not have international networks. We therefore actively sought to include cases from a 
diverse range of contexts, with multiple cases in each broad geographical region, to incorporate some degree of cultural diversity. 
We included a total of 32 cases because we wanted to achieve a sample size sufficient for quantitative comparisons across cases, but 
also wanted to keep the number low enough to analyze a high level of qualitative depth per case.

Data collection Data was collected by collaborating with each case contributor. Each contributor sent relevant materials to learn about their cases 
and the lead author interviewed each contributor twice over skype. For all interviews, the conversation was recorded and transcribed 
(with the permission of the interviewee). The interviews and materials were then used to fill quantitative and qualitative data into an 
excel spreadsheet template with 72 dimensions that were identified as being interesting from the participatory workshops and 
literature review. Each case contributor reviewed the spreadsheet pertaining to their case to validate the data, and small revisions 
were made, as necessary. The data from participatory workshops was recorded by the participants themselves as they wrote their 
ideas onto post-it notes and large pieces of papers, and then image files of these materials were stored.

Timing The initial scoping workshops took place in May and November of 2017. All data was collected on the 32 cases during February-July 
2018, followed by two additional participatory workshops in July and August, 2018. Further data was collected about each case 
during August 2018 – October 2019 to complete the secondary analysis, as it took at least a week to collect and analyze each case in 
depth in relation to the 72 dimensions.

Data exclusions Additional information was collected for each case beyond the 72 dimensions listed in this manuscript; however, we only included 
the data that was relevant to this particular analysis. For example, we also collected data on underlying rationales expressed for why 
particular decisions were made to undertake collaboration in particular ways; however, this excluded data is being used to produce a 
second paper for a different journal.

Non-participation Three people who were asked to contribute their cases decided not to participate in the study. One person did not want to share her 
case information because she first wanted to produce her own publications, and two people did not have enough time to contribute.

Randomization Randomization was not an aspect of this study; the 32 cases were chosen deliberately to maximize diversity of perspectives.

Reporting for specific materials, systems and methods
We require information from authors about some types of materials, experimental systems and methods used in many studies. Here, indicate whether each material, 
system or method listed is relevant to your study. If you are not sure if a list item applies to your research, read the appropriate section before selecting a response. 
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n/a Involved in the study
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Human research participants

Clinical data

Dual use research of concern

Methods
n/a Involved in the study

ChIP-seq

Flow cytometry

MRI-based neuroimaging

Human research participants
Policy information about studies involving human research participants

Population characteristics See above.

Recruitment See above. Cases were specifically selected to maximize diversity, including from 8 cases of 2+ years that self-selected into 
our workshops, as well as 24 cases we identified based on a broader search using google scholar in order to maximize 
diversity within the sample. The most important source of bias, is that we studied collaborations where researchers were 
more highly represented in leadership positions, related to our reliance on published academic literature to find cases. We 
also ended up with more leaders of collaborative initiatives from the global North, despite the very high geographic diversity 
of project locations. We have clearly elaborated both of these biases in the manuscript. Nevertheless, we are still examining a 
much greater diversity of cases, approaches and locations than we have seen to date in the literature.

Ethics oversight A statement is provided in the manuscript, which indicates that we complied with the Department of Geography Ethics 
Review Group guidelines. This choice was made because the institute which hosted this research (Luc Hoffmann Institute) did 
not have a formal ethical review process, but it was very important to us that the methods are well informed by appropriate 
ethical guidance. These specific guidelines were selected, as the lead author was also connected to this institute during this 
project. It is also important to mention that all human participants in this work are also co-authors, so they have been deeply 
involved in the entire research process, and have also shaped decisions of how to best handle the data and recognize 
contributions in an ethical manner.

Note that full information on the approval of the study protocol must also be provided in the manuscript.
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